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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. THERE IS NO ASSURANCE OUR PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR 
OBJECTIVES OR AVOID LOSSES.  
 

S&P 500 month of October 2019 and November 1, 2019 

 

In like a bear and out like a bull is the best way to describe the S&P 500 for the month of October. October is historically the most volatile month of the year and the first two 

days appeared to be heading in that direction as the stock market dropped over 4% in two days. The volatility continued as overnight and intraday swings in excess of 1% 

continued through the first two weeks. Then everything changed. The VIX dropped over 40% and the S&P 500 rallied 7% off its low. I like to say there are always signs. It’s just a 

matter of knowing where to look and which ones to follow. In this case the signs that said the S&P 500 was poised to rally was the descent in US Bonds and rally in Copper, 

Crude and global stock markets. Identifying these signs and managing the risk one day at a time enabled our volatility based short bias Defender program to remain sidelined for 

most of the month of October and last week. The S&P 500 finished the month of October up about +1.92%. Our short bias 3D Defender program finished October -0.12% (gross 

of fees). 

 

October’s buy the dip theme continued last week. The market rallied to new all time highs and volatility declined to a new monthly low. The S&P 500 finished the week +1.42% 

(see dashed line in chart). 3D Defender finished the week +0.00% (gross of fees). Defender was short Thursday but covered the position when the market retraced too far off its 

low. Last week and months like October are where most short sellers likely get run over. I built 3D Defender to play “defense” and protect stock market investors when they 

need it. Not when they don’t.  

 

Thank you for your participation and interest in 3D Defender. Have a nice weekend. 

A reminder that the market sells off sharply, 

as the S&P 500 drops -4% in two days. 

A reminder that managing risk and playing “defense” one day 

at a time makes sense, as the S&P 500 rallies +7% off its low. 


